In this paper the coefficients an in the equations are constant rational integers and all letters denote integers. If m~n -1 and the rank is n -1 then the complete solution in integers is well known. Thus, if E 3 -is the determinant obtained by deleting the jth column from the matrix of the coefficients, and if e = (Ei, • • •, £»), then the solution is
In this paper the coefficients an in the equations in which / is an arbitrary integer. E. T. Bell recently conjectured that if m<n -1 and if the rankr is m then the solution is similarly obtained from the system formed by (1) and the equations
in which the fa are arbitrary integers. In this paper this conjecture is proved by induction. Since this solution is written down directly from (1) and is fully displayed these results are more usable than those in the literature. 
Since (d, a 3 ) = 1 there is an integer 5 such that
Then since (-4i, A 2 ) = 1 there is an integer r such that 
Since (d, a 3 ) = l there are integers p and P such that -r+paz -dP. Hence d is the greatest common divisor of the determinants in (8).
Therefore for the particular values -dkis, -dk2$, r of £u, £12, $13, (8) is an instance of (2). Similarly, if w=4 and di~(ai, a 2 ), d 3 = (a 3 , # 4 ) then the solution of aiXi+#2X2+03*3+04*4 = 0 is equivalent to that of Aiyi+A2y2= -dzS and Azyz+Atyt-diS.
By the preceding discussion the complete solution for each of these equations is known. The expressions for S are then equated. Thus it is proved that there are integers ki f • • • , kt, ru ^3, ht ht s such that the solution is obtained by applying (2) to the matrix m -rzA\ -YzA2 dzkzhs dzkihs' In general, the matrix for xi, • • • , x n is obtained from the matrix for n -1 variables in precisely the same way as (10) 
